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Catalogue description: 
This course offers anthropological perspectives on human diversity in the world today.  We will consider the 

historical development of the race concept, models for ethnic identity and ethnic interactions, and explanations 

for social relations around the globe.  Examples will include southern Africa, the eastern Mediterranean, and 

East Asia.  The implications of our understandings of race and ethnicity in conjunction with the implications of 

the divisions will be explored via ethnographic texts.  Recommended:  prior coursework in anthropology.  

 

Prospectus: 
The central concern in the course revolves around the ways and means of organizing and classifying human 

difference.  Race and ethnicity are significant approaches for understanding and managing human biological 

and social variation.  We will critically examine the historical development and cultural construction of 

categories as the dilemma of difference. 

 

The course has two major components.  The first half focuses on the development of the Race Concept in North 

America. The majority of that discussion will expose the legacy of Anthropology for understanding human 

biological and social diversity.  Models for understanding race and ethnicity are influenced by but go beyond 

Anthropology.  We will critically evaluate several models and understandings in order to recognize their social 

and intellectual implications.  The second half of the course examines how the American Race Concept has 

gone global with the continuing development and changes in Race as a means to differentiate humans. The 

course employs case studies to illustrate changes in ethnic relations as well as transformations in the 

understandings of those relations with globalization. The approach follows the person-to-person interactions 

that ethnographers seek to capture.  The components of the course come together in our attempt to better 

understand the social phenomena of difference in the world today.   

 

The anthropological perspective will hopefully help to build an understanding of human diversity.  We will use 

the anthropological analysis of social divisions as a guide through ethnographic texts and case studies.  The 

implications of the social divisions will be considered in terms of history, social relations, and identity, with the 

recognition that Race continues to be a pressing concern in academic discourse, social analysis and theory, and 

in human social relations. 

 

Format: 
Lectures, seminar-style discussions, and student presentations are parts of this course.  The readings are the 

basis for class discussions.  Students are responsible for completing readings on time, to research the 

background on the case studies and historical/theoretical concerns and to use a case study to complete several 

written assignments as well as present their work to the class.  The class will evaluate readings and discuss the 

implications of various models presented during the semester.  The topics confronted in this course are quite 

challenging; please see the last page of the syllabus for approaches to a productive classroom. 
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Course Goals: 
The main goal of the course is a comparative, historical perspective on human difference, focused on the 

concept of race.  Anthropology, as the study of people, has been obsessed with the issue of race, propelling the 

race concept into scientific and popular discourse and recently debunking the notion that humans are divided 

into `races.'  We will consider these academic developments as well as popular perspectives on race and 

ethnicity.  Through this examination, it will be argued that the race concept is now found in the terms ethnicity, 

civilization, and cultures.  As new terminologies are formed to continue the racialist notions, we need to 

understand the social implications of the race legacy.  

 

The implications of race and ethnicity, racism and ethnocentrism, and other aspects of social relations will be 

delineated over the semester.  As components of social stratification, race and ethnicity organize social 

relations.  The details of people's lived lives from the ethnographies should inject complexity to our 

understandings of social difference.  The global perspective is meant to provide context for our society, to see 

the contested issues more clearly. 

 

Thirdly, by exploring several case studies from around the world, we will be able to evaluate models and 

theories regarding human difference.  Hopefully, via this endeavor, we will reach a better understanding of the 

silencing of people, oppression, and genocides of the late twentieth century as well as the trajectory that 

includes attempts to naturalize, scientize, and commodify differences.  This understanding should be useful in 

conceptualizing solutions to social divisions or, at least, help us to rethink academic and folk explanations of 

social difference.  

 

Questions for the Course: 
Race and ethnicity open up many topics and arenas for discussion.  The main foci for the course revolve around 

variation, social power, and identity.  In terms of general questions, we will examine: 

*What is race and ethnicity?  Under which circumstances do race and ethnicity become important? 

*How does race and ethnicity intersect with culture and biology? with the state? with capitalism 

*How does race and ethnicity intersect with social relations, social power, and social identities? 

*How does race and ethnicity look from the top of social hierarchies? from the bottom of social hierarchies? 

why is privilege masked as natural?  

*How can anthropologists study a worldview? 

*Are notions of race and ethnicity necessarily negative and hurtful? What are other possibilities for socially 

organizing differences in nation-states?  How are race and ethnicity used for identity today? 

*What is the trajectory for conceptualizing, understanding, and living with human diversity and differences 

around the world? 

 

Evaluation: 
Your evaluation will be based on three components: attendance, written work, and a final class presentation. 

1. You are expected to attend each and every class, to complete the readings for that day, and be prepared to 

discuss the readings and your own research.  The key for discussion is quality not quantity.  If you need to miss 

class, contact the professor via email, voice mail, or a message in his mailbox.  All reasonable requests for 

absences will be honored; more than one unexcused absence is a basis for not satisfying the course. 

 

2. The written work for the course is structured around a case study of your choosing.  As an anthropology 

course, you have wide latitude in choosing an example for your semester long project, but I will discourage 

using the USA as the focal point.  Within the first few weeks of the term, you will need to decide on your case 

study, and have it approved by the professor.  Examples used in the course are encouraged.  All the below 

papers are based on your case study and are created to provide a step-by-step development of mastery of a case 

study and success with anthropological analysis; the writing component is set up for your success in the course. 

 

a.  Your proposal – please provide a two to three page double-spaced printed paper explaining your choice of a 

case study for this course. Explain the case study, your interest in the topic, and how the case study fits the 

course. Due February 13
th
 in class. 
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b. Your Case Study and Race: Social Relations 

In a four to six page double-spaced printed paper, address the following questions/issues: What is the 

contribution of The Concept of Race in North America for exposing the significant elements for understanding 

contemporary social relations and inequalities in the USA? Describe the methodology employed in the volume 

and indicate how it will be useful for your research paper. How does Smedley's definition for Race fit the social 

categories in your case study? There are paradoxes involved with race today; explain the dynamics for your 

case study. Due on March 13
th
 in class. 

 

c. Social Identity and Social Hierarchies: the Role of the State 

Benedict Anderson famously provides a useful definition for nationalism; more importantly, the concept of 

“imagined communities” gives us several social and institutional elements involved in the development of 

nationalism among people within a state's boundary. Markowitz paints an ethnographic portrait of Sarajevo – 

please provide a response paper to her ethnography, noting where Benedict’s insights are helpful and 

concluding with a comparison between the dynamics for Bosnia-Herzegovina and your case study. The more 

you provide in terms of an ethnographic portrait or snapshot for the case study, the more meaningful will be 

your final paper.  Four to seven double-spaced typed pages – due on April 22
nd

 in class. 

 

d. Final paper 

Race and ethnicity in the contemporary world is a locus of tensions and conflicts as well as increasingly an 

object for tourism ad merchandizing. For the final paper, analyze your case study in terms of the 

anthropological perspective developed in the course, playing special attention to the diversity of approaches and 

case studies in the textbook. Which anthropological models best help us to understand the social identities and 

social tensions involved in your case study?  What are the implications of that model for ameliorating, solving, 

or better understanding the racial/ethnic conflict?  Citation of the course texts, the explicit use several of the 

course readings for the analysis and for comparisons, and at least four significant references on the topic, are 

required for the final paper.  Twelve to twenty pages - due on May 20
th
 at noon to my mailbox in the Social 

Science Building. 

 

3. Oral Presentation 

You will present your research project to the class at the end of the semester, as noted on the outline of topics 

below. The presentation is the opportunity to explain your term project and test out your ideas and analysis in 

front of the class before the final paper is completed. The format of the concise oral presentation will be 

discussed during the second half of the semester. 

 

The Professor’s Approach to Evaluations and Deadlines: 
There are no grades for this course; the satisfactory/unsatisfactory designation allows a great deal of 

flexibility for assignments. For discussion, quality not quantity is the key. Written work for the course will 

receive comments and students can assume the work is satisfactory unless a revision is requested but the 

goal is to write and speak about race and ethnicity in a clear, anthropological manner. The key expectation 

for the course is that students in the class want to engage, study, and learn the course materials and meet the 

class goals. 

 

The deadlines for assignments exist to ensure completion of course goals. When the professor receives your 

written work, he will strive to read and assess the paper in a timely manner. The comments will point out 

strengths and weaknesses of the paper and your progress in the course; if the professor sees a need for 

improving some aspect of your work, you will be asked to revise the paper. But the comments are a means 

to open up discussion on your work so use office hours to complete the process that can ensure your 

success in meeting the goals of the course. The process is set up to meet course goals. With the written 

work set up for your success, there are no extensions on deadlines – if circumstances create a situation 

where you are not satisfied with your work, hand in the extant draft with a note that you will revise the 

paper by a reasonable date (i.e., up to three days); the professor will evaluate the finished product. Since all 

the deadlines are noted on this syllabus, you will produce the assignments on those dates.   
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Beyond the Classroom: Office Hours, Peer Discussions, and Journaling: 
The class meets for only a few hours a week but the issues and concerns should extend beyond the 

classroom walls. The professor is available outside of class (via office hours and email) for discussing 

issues and insights but class members are expected to explore the ideas, examples, and arguments outside 

of the classroom with each other.  

 

Beyond the course materials, everyone should be reading the large corpus of scholarship and continuing 

flood of commentary on race and ethnicity available in publications and social media. But let’s not try to 

squeeze everything into the class time slot. You gain insights from other students, your friends, and family 

by talking and listening to each other, and those insights inform your analysis of course materials, but the 

course is focused on specific anthropological goals and while your efforts need not be limited to those 

concerns, be focused on course materials during class meeting times and offer your opinions on race and 

ethnicity in other venues. Since race and ethnicity transverse the political and the personal having a journal 

to jot down or express fully your reactions, concerns, and understandings can be effective for many 

students; you can bring those notes to the professor and share them with your classmates or use them as a 

release. 

 

Accessing Professor Baram 
I will strive to arrive early to the classroom for each class meeting: that is a wonderful time to raise any 

questions about the course.  My office hours are organized as open door: there is no need to sign up for a time 

slot, just come by my office.  If there is a crowd of students, I will address your specific questions; if you are 

the only student to arrive, you have my attention to discuss nearly anything related to the course, anthropology, 

or race and ethnicity.  Beyond office hours, if the door to my College Hall office is open and I’m free, you can 

drop in and we can chat.  In addition, I will reply to emails but please be polite in your requests and 

acknowledge my response to your questions/concerns. 

 

Please note that while most communication for the course will be in the form of class announcements, email, 

particularly via Moodle will be used for updates. Please check your college email regularly.  

 

All New College Policies will be followed: 
 A student claiming a need for special accommodations because of a disability must work with the 

Counseling and Wellness Center, which will establish the need for specific accommodations and 

communicate them to the instructor. 

 Any suspected instance of plagiarism will be handled in accordance with the College’s policy on 

academic dishonesty. 

 No student shall be compelled to attend class or sit for an examination at a day or time when he or 

she would normally be engaged in a religious observance or on a day or time prohibited by his or 

her religious belief. Students are expected to notify their instructors if they intend to be absent for 

a class or announced examination, in accordance with this policy, prior to the scheduled meeting. 

 

Required Texts: 
 Audrey Smedley and Brian Smedley 2011 The Concept of Race in North America: Origin and 

Evolution of a Worldview. Fourth edition. Westview Press.  

 Fran Markowitz 2010 Sarajevo: A Bosnian Kaleidoscope. University of Illinois Press. 

 Raymond Scupin 2012 Race and Ethnicity: the United States and the World, 2nd edition. Noted as 

Scupin on the outline of topics 

 

Articles and Chapters on Reserve 

The articles and book chapters listed in the outline of topics below are on electronic reserve via 

Moodle.   
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Outline of Topics 
 

Mini-Class 

1/30 Social Divides Today: Race and Continuing Tragedies  

 

I. Introduction - Social Divisions and the Changing Meanings of Race 
2/4 Introduction to the course: Human Nature and the Importance of Debating Race 

Readings: 

1. Stephen Jay Gould 1985 “Human Equality is a Contingent Fact of History” The Flamingo's Smile: 

Reflections in Natural History pp. 185-198. 

2. C. Loring Brace and George W. Gill 2000 “Does Race Exist?” 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/evolution/does-race-exist.html 

3. Ta-Nehisi Coates 2013 “What We Mean When We Say 'Race Is a Social Construct'” 

http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2013/05/what-we-mean-when-we-say-race-is-a-social-

construct/275872/ 

 

2/6 Theories, Many Theories about Race 

Readings 

1. Franz Boas 1906 “The Outlook for the American Negro” The Franz Boas Reader, pp. 310-316. 

2. Scupin Chapter 3 A History of “Scientific” Racism 

3. Karen Brodkin 2000 Global Capitalism: What’s Race Got to Do With It? American Ethnologist 27(2):237-

256. 

 

II. Framing the Issues:  Race and History 

2/11 Anthropology Explores Ideology: What is Race? 

Readings: 

1. Scupin Chapter 2 The Concept of Race in Anthropology 

2. Hazel Markus 2011 Who Am I? Race, Ethnicity, and Identity. Doing Race, edited by H.R. Markus and 

P.M. Moya, pp. 359-289. 

3. Smedley Preface and Introduction  

 

2/13 Origins of Race Concept  

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapters 1-3 

 

2/18 Determining Race: Colonialism and Slavery 

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapters 4-6 

2. Christine Gailey 1994 “Politics, Colonialism, and the Mutable Color of Southern Pacific Peoples” 

Transforming Anthropology 5(1/2):34-40. 

3. Nancy Shoemaker 1997 “How Indians Became Red” American Historical Review 102(3):625-644. 

4. Scupin Chapter 6 American Indians 

 

2/20 Determining Race: Classifications, Especially of African Americans 

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapters 7-8 

2. Scupin Chapter 9 African Americans 

3. Thomas Jefferson 1787 Selection from Notes on the State of Virginia. In Defending Slavery, pp. 47-54.   

4. T. Thomas Fortune 2008 (1906) “Who are We? Afro-Americans, Colored People or Negroes?” From T. 

Thomas Fortune, the Afro-American Agitator, pp. 248-252. 

5. Scupin Chapter 7 White Ethnics 
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2/25 An Ideology for Differences and Inequalities 

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapters 9-10 

2. Melville Herskovits 1958 “The Significance of Africanism” Chapter One of The Myth of the Negro Past, 

pp. 1-32. 

 

2/27 Race Overcoming Variation: Measuring Differences 

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapter 11-12 

2. Scupin Chapter 8 Jewish Americans 

 

3/4 The End of Scientific Racism, the Rise of the Popular Acceptance of Race 

Readings:  

1. Smedley Chapters 13 

2. WEB DuBois 1953 “Of Our Spiritual Strivings” The Souls of Black Folk. 

3. Scupin Chapter 11 Asian Americans 

4. Scupin Chapter 12 Arab Americans 

 

3/6 Race and Anthropology in Contemporary America: Change but No Change? 

Readings: 

1. Smedley Chapter 14-15 

2. Zoë Burkholder 2011 Can Anthropology Improve Antiracist Education? Anthropology Now 3(3):36-46. 

3. RACE – Are We So Different? http://www.understandingrace.org/ 

 

III. Social Divides and Social Power 

3/11 Apartheid South Africa: the Rise and Fall of a Race State 

Readings: 

1. Scupin Chapter 19 Africa 

2. Walton Johnson 1994 “Introduction” to Dismantling Apartheid: A South African Town in Transition, pp. 

1-22. 

 

3/13 South Africa: Race into Ethnicity in the Rainbow Nation 

Readings: 

1. Archbishop Desmond Tutu 2003 “Forward to Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa 

Report” Available online at: http://www.info.gov.za/otherdocs/2003/trc/ 

2. South Africa Constitution of 1996 http://www.info.gov.za/documents/constitution/1996/index.htm  

 

3/18 Debating Ethnicity 

Readings: 

1. Frederik Barth 1969 “Introduction” Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organization of Culture 

Difference, pp.9-38.  

2. Scupin Chapter 5 Ethnicity and Ethnocentrism: Are They Natural 

3. Scupin Chapter 4 Ethnicity 

4. Eric R. Wolf 1994 “Perilous Ideas” Current Anthropology 35(1):1-12. 

 

3/20 Nationalism as Social Identity – Homogenizing Heterogeneity   

Readings: 

1. Scupin Chapter 13 Latin America and the Caribbean 

2. Scupin Chapter 10 Hispanic Americans/Latinos 

3. Randall McGuire 2013 Steel Walls and Picket Fences: Rematerializing the U.S.-Mexico Border in Ambos 

Nogales. American Anthropologist 115(3):466-480. 

4. Anderson 1991Introduction to Imagined Communities  

5. Anderson 1991 Chapter Six Census, Map, Museum Imagined Communities  

 

Week 8 - Spring Break 
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IV. Ethnicity, Ethnic Divides, and Ethnic Profits 
4/1 Colonial Legacies and Nationalist Consequences: Israel/Palestine on the Edge of Difference 

Readings: 

1.  Scupin Chapter 15 The Middle East 

2. Shulamith Hareven 1995 “Portrait of a Terrorist” The Vocabulary of Peace: Life, Culture, and Politics in 

the Middle East, pp. 127-136. 

3. Celia Rothenberg 1999 “Understanding Ghada: The Multiple Meanings of an Attempted Stabbing” 

Middle East Report Spring:10-12. 

4. WATCH SELECTION FROM Dr. Izzeldin Abuelaish - "I Shall Not Hate" by ManateeEducationalTV 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6_MsdslDgM  

 

4/3 Cultural Diversity in a Nation-State: The Peoples of the People’s Republic of China  

Readings: 

1. Scupin Chapter 16 Asia 

2. Gladney 1998 "Clashed Civilizations? Muslim and Chinese Identities in the PRC." In Making Majorities, 

edited by D. Gladney, pp. 106-131. 

 

4/8 When a State Wars Against its own People: Genocides of the Last Century 

Readings:  

1. Scupin Chapter 17 Europe 

2. Samantha Power 2002 Preface to “A Problem from Hell: America and the Age of Genocide, pp. xi-xxi. 

3. Markowitz Chapters 1-2 

 

4/10 Bosnia: Can Bridges be Rebuilt? 

Readings: 

1. Markowitz Chapters 3-4 

 

4/15 Class Does Not Meet 

Assignment: work on your course project 

 

4/17 What the State Gives, the State Can Take Away 

Readings: 

1. Markowitz Chapter 5-8 

2. Joana Breidenbach and Pál Nyíri 2009 “Culturalizing Violence” In Seeing Culture Everywhere, from 

Genocide to Consumer Habits, pp. 122-155. 

 

4/22 Divisions across the Eastern Mediterranean: Divided Cyprus 

Readings: 

1. David Carment et al 2006 “The Cyprus Puzzle: Two Nations, One Island” Who Intervenes? Ethnic 

Conflict and Interstate Crisis, pp.179-205. 

2. Rebecca Bryant, 2007 Turkey, Cyprus and the European Division Middle East Report Online, February 

25, 2007 http://www.merip.org/mero/mero022507.html 

3. Yael Navaro-Yashin 2006 De-Ethnicizing the Ethnography of Cyprus: Political and Social Conflict between 

Turkish Cypriots and Settlers from Turkey. In Divided Cyprus, pp. 121-139 

 

4/24 New Directions in Ethnicity: Genetics and Marketing Differences 

Readings:  

1. Henry Greely 2008 “Genetic Genealogy: Genetics Meets the Marketplace” In Revisiting Race in a 

Genomic Age, pp. 315-234 

2. Agustín Fuentes 2013 “Genes Are Not Fortune Tellers” Psychology Today 

http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/busting-myths-about-human-nature/201401/genes-are-not-fortune-

tellers 

3. Jessica Cattelino 2004 “Casino Roots: The Cultural Production of Twentieth-Century Seminole Economic 

Development” Development and American Indian Culture in the Twentieth Century, pp. 69-90. 

 

4/29 Class Does Not Meet – Bacc Day 
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5/1 Class Presentations 

 

V. Race Today 

5/6 After Race: Coexistence or Confusion? 

Readings: 

1. Roger Echo-Hawk 2007 “In Which the Problem with Race is that It has Died” The Enchanted Mirror: 

When the Pawnees Became Indians, pp. 2-12. 

2. Scupin Chapter 18 Canada 

 

5/8 Class Does Not Meet 

Assignment: work on final paper 

 

5/13 Consumerism or Cosmopolitanism: The Changing Meaning of Social Divides 

Readings:  

1. Ashley Montagu 1942 “What is the Solution?” Man's Most Dangerous Myth: The Fallacy of Race, pp. 

351-359. 

2. Elijah Anderson 2004 “The Cosmopolitan Canopy” The Annals of the American Academy of Political 

and Social Science 595:14-31. 

3. Nigel Rapport and Ronald Stade 2007 “A Cosmopolitan Turn – or Return?” Social 

Anthropology/Anthropologie Sociale 15(2):223-235. 

4. Stephen Jay Gould 1981 “A Positive Conclusion” Mismeasure of Man, pp.321-336. 
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Appendix A: Seminar Participation 
 

Taking Anthropology Classes 
Class formats vary from professor to professor, but most involve lectures, presentations, discussions, and a series of 

assigned readings. Since Race and Ethnicity in Global Perspective is a class based in anthropology, I expect you to 
wrestle with the theories, methods, and data from the discipline of anthropology. But anthropology is about people and 

there is more data available to you about human behaviors, actions, and understandings than is found in the books and 

articles. I expect you to think about the issues presented in class in regards to your own experiences and ideas. Those 

perspectives should not overwhelm the approaches presented by scholars, but either should your own ideas and 
observations be ignored.   

 

In this particular course, I consider your participation in class discussions to be essential. Unless you insist on the 

consumerist model for education – where you are entertained and receive only positive feedback for your choice to be 
in the class – you will need to help make the course successful. I will lecture and guide presentation of academic and 

scholarly materials but also offer space for evaluating readings and other course materials – that is the time for your 

analysis and interpretation. Everyone learns from the input and varied insights of colleagues. If you deny the class of 

your participation or work against its goals, you deprive everyone of this learning experience. But a course on Race and 
Ethnicity can be particularly challenging since personal experiences, observations, and understandings can be swamped 

by identity, both self-understood and imposed. The below is meant to be an aid in thinking through the issues for a 

seminar on these difficult, personal, and occasionally overwhelming topics. The presentation style is meant to 

illuminate the course issues and scholarship and to offer the opportunity to express your thoughts, insights, analyzes, 
and interpretations in front of the professor and your classmates, in writing, and in seminar-style discussions.  

 

A GUIDE TO SEMINARS-STYLE DISCUSSIONS 

Preparation 

     * Read all materials assigned before the class meets. 

     * Take notes while you read – this is particularly important with electronic readings. 

     * Jot down questions you have about the readings. 

     * Formulate and write down 3-4 questions that might be good for discussion. 

     * Look for continuities throughout the semester and commonalities of themes for a given class session. 

        

Discussion Skills 

Some people are nervous about speaking in front of other people. For a seminar, that can pose problems, because a 

roundtable is about the free exchange of ideas. For this class to be a success people have to talk and you have to feel 

comfortable enough to forget your worries. There are several secrets to being comfortable: 

* Be prepared by having done the readings and having given them some thought before class. 

* Be interested in your classmates' ideas. 

* Recognize that there is a long-standing discussion and an international discourse on identities and this course is an 

entry point to those conversations. 

* Develop good listening skills. 

        

Good Listening Skills 

* Start by being familiar with the materials under consideration. Core concepts are repeated in readings and in class on 

purpose. If you are familiar with terms and key ideas, the discussion won't get ahead of you. 

* We live in an age of outrage, facilitated by the de-personalizing of social media. The classroom is not the place to 

troll for reactions. Be aware of your presentation of self and words and be courteous to everyone in the room. 

* Learn the names of seminar members as quickly as you can.  If you have interest in them as people, you will find 

what they say more interesting too. 

* If you are in a discussion, try the approach of summarizing what the person who spoke ahead of you said before you 

launch into your ideas. This provides continuity and also may help to clarify ideas or misunderstandings. You might 

start by saying something like: “Did I understand you to say....?” or “Now if I heard you right, you said...,” followed by 

a brief summary of their statements. 

* Don't address your comments to the professor. The discussion is not just for the professor; it is for you and the other 

students. Aiming your remarks at the professor is disrespectful to your classmates and shows that you may not be 

listening to them. Your job is not to impress the professor, but to exchange ideas with classmates (and with the 

professor too). 
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Problems 

Difficulties in a seminar are inevitable. You need to be aware that they will occur. Here is a few of them and some 

advice on how to handle them: 

Problem: You didn't get the assignment read.  

Advice: Don't assume that you can “ad lib” your way through the material and do not opt out of class for that session.  

Both are obvious to the professor, making you look even worse! You can still participate in discussion, but by making 

connections between what students are saying and what the group read earlier. Do not express an opinion about the 

materials you have not read. But also do not sit back and hope the professor does not call on you – listen carefully and 

try to connect comments to previous class sessions. 

Problem: You looked over the reading assignment, but the jargon, argument, or writing style was confusing or 

seemingly uninteresting. 

Advice: Rather than criticizing the reading on its literary merits, focus on the components of the reading: examining the 

central example, the theoretical orientation, or argument.  Consider how the piece fits the larger course context rather 

than focusing on its internal components, or ask how it fits the course goals. 

Problem: Another student monopolizes the discussion.  

Advice: Some students just love to hear themselves talk. You may not see this as a problem because it means you don't 

have to talk as much in class. But this kind of student does everyone a disservice, because you and other students may 

not get to have your ideas aired or questions answered. Rather than stop the active participant in class discussion, try to 

encourage non-talkers to talk. For example, you might say something like: “Golly, the other day I heard Wes say 

something about this after class. Would you repeat that for the group, Wes?”  Or you might bring up a point raised in 

another course by one of the class members.  For example, “James presented interesting points on that topic in The 

Colonial Encounter, can you tell the class about it?” 

Problem: You simply don't get along with another member of the group.  

Advice: Try to remain professional and respectful at all times. Refrain from negative behaviors. If you can't resolve the 

difficulties yourselves, go to the professor. 

Problem: You have strongly held opinions on race or important experiences to share with the class but the professor is 

insisting that class discussions focus on readings and his presentations, or even cuts short your assertions. 

Advice: Work to find academic support for your underlying opinions or share your opinions with classmates outside of 

the classroom and have them help you make the connections to scholarship. 

Problem: You always seem to be slow in thinking about things, and someone says what you were going to say before 

you can get it out.  

Advice: Some people use this to excuse not talking in class. If this represents your approach, admit it to yourself, and 

work on trying to find something to say. If you are prepared with notes on the readings, you won't have a problem with 

finding issues to discuss or opinions to express. If you were truly prepared, and it still is a problem, chat with the 

professor. 

  

A GUIDE TO READINGS 

The reading load for this course in Race and Ethnicity can be intense. As a honors course, the readings provide the 

essential background and resources for engaging in the study on race and ethnicity around the world and open avenues 

for further research on future topics. The concerns are not simple so the readings are not. The abundance of materials 

makes clear that there are many voices, many approaches, and many concerns and examples to draw upon. If you 

engage the scholarship, you will have to think broadly and deeply about the issues. The effort will allow you to locate 

authors, theoretical perspectives, and methods that meet the course goals as well as furthering your own academic 

goals. Some readings will be discussed extensively, others will be illustrative of particular points; in any case, explore 

the implications of the case studies and arguments with your classmates and the professor, in and beyond the 

classroom. 

 

FINAL WORDS 

There are many avenues to the course materials. You could pile up books on race and ethnicity and consume them over 

the semester in the privacy of your room. Or you can download podcasts from similar courses from other institutions of 

higher education and listen to them on your own time. Race and Ethnicity in Global Perspective is being offered as a 

class in a classroom. One of the single most important reasons for meeting as a class is to help people see connections 

between ideas. That's what really makes them exciting for all of us. But this all takes preparation, concentration, and 
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practice. These skills are not something with which you are born; like most other things in life they take time and 

practice. 

    

Successful classes are among the most productive ways to learn a subject matter because you have to teach yourself, 

engage a professor on important academic topics, and work with your classmates toward common scholarly goals. 

Rather than just absorbing information, you actually have an investment in creating and exchanging information, which 

is particularly important for a course on race and ethnicity. 

 

Appendix B: Research Paper Assignment 
Why Write a Research Paper? 
 

Race and Ethnicity in Global Perspective asks you to write a research paper. It might seem self-evident that college 

courses require final papers and this course would ask for a research paper. But the choice is not just a matter of the 

professor deciding on a paper versus an exam, the assignment is an integral part of this particular course.  
 

The research paper is the opportunity to hone in your skills in presenting issues that have challenged intellectuals, 

academics, and political activists. The assignment seeks a case study because Anthropology explains by example. The 

goal is to improve your writing skills for issues of race and ethnicity. Below is a brief overview of research papers, for 
your consideration. 

 

1) What are they?  First of all, research papers are not essays or reports. You are not asked to meekly repeat 

information found in one or two sources. Nor is it a presentation of information. Writing a research paper requires a 
good deal more intellectual involvement and commitment than writing a report does. Then what is a research paper? 

Like a report, a library research paper presents data and ideas (which are typically drawn from several sources) within 

the context of a larger discussion. Unlike a report, a research paper presents your analysis and interpretation of data and 

ideas found in a survey of a particular corpus of literature relevant to the topic of your paper. Analysis is the process of 
organizing and summarizing data and ideas in order to answer a question. Interpretation refers to a discussion of the 

meaning and implications of your answers for the issues, ideas, and problems that your paper addresses. 

 

2) What are they good for? Research-paper writing skills and citation formats may seem arcane. Is this a case of an 
academic trying to perpetuate a style and foist it off on students who will never need what they learn? No. Research 

papers are central to a variety of fields:  First, research papers are what academia is all about. If you plan to go to 

graduate school and on in academia, you have to speak the language. But more important than your career plans, 

research papers are about making a difference in a productive manner.  Many Anthropology students, and hopefully 
most students at this tiny liberal arts college, are interested in the state of the world and want to make a difference in 

our world. One important way to have input into the state of the world is through research for successful arguing and 

maneuvering that ultimately leads to change. We hope. Basically, a research paper is about (a) trying to arrive at an 

answer along with a number of colleagues (so it is important for all of you to be able to reconstruct logical/analytical 
chains leading to each conclusion, so that (i) every link is carefully checked and (ii) your colleagues can build on your 

ideas afterward; or (b) trying to convince an educated person (including policy-makers and politicians) of a position on 

a social issue.  

 
For Race and Ethnicity in Global Perspective, the research paper assignment is meant to encourage you to organize 

your ideas, data, analysis and interpretation into a coherent argument that can answer questions and convince others. 

But it does require you entered the course to address the dilemma of difference in our world. Several of the readings are 

by impressive intellectuals who set out an agenda for addressing that dilemma and updating their concerns is an 
appropriate means to frame your research paper.  

 


